
thePearl
a film by Jessica Dimmock and Christopher LaMarca

“Achieves remarkable intimacy” 
- Variety

“An Annie Proulx short-story cycle come to life”
- Variety

“The real Transparent” 
- Hollywood Reporter

 
“Jessica Dimmock and Christopher LaMarca’s documentary, 

which intimately examines the lives of four transgender women 
in the Pacific Northwest, is a powerful addition to the growing 

body of cinematic work on the subject.”
- The Hollywood Reporter

“The larger message in the Pearl is one of acceptance, of both 
the social and internal kind [...] Sometimes a disadvantaged group 

needs a major political movement. And sometimes it just needs a 
well-appointed documentary.”

- Los Angeles Times



Synopsis

the Pearl explores the raw emotional and 
physical experience of being a middle aged 
to senior transgender woman against the 
backdrop of post-industrial logging towns in 
the Pacific Northwest. The film leans into the 
struggle of those who were reared and
successful as men and have reached middle 
age or later with a burdensome secret that they 
can no longer keep. 

We travel with four women, all in extremely early 
stages of coming out, as they attend the Esprit 
Conference - an annual event in northernmost 
Washington where transgender women that have lived 
closeted their whole lives come together in an 
environment that allows them to express their true 
identity. 

From here we follow these same 4 women over the course of 
nearly 3 years as they grapple with varying degrees of transition.



Filmmakers

JESSICA DIMMOCK is the recipient of numerous international awards for her 
photography and video work, including 2 World Press Photo Awards for short films, 
The Inge Morath Award from Magnum, the F Award for Concerned 
Photography from Forma and Fabrica, The Infinity Award for Journalist of the 
Year from the International Center of Photography, and The Kodak Award 
for Best Cinematography at the Hamptons International Film
Festival.  She is a Sundance Edit and Story Lab Fellow, and was listed as 
one of the “25 New Faces of Independent Film” by Filmmaker Magazine 
and was nominated for an Emmy for her work for a Doctors Without Borders 
short film series. Jessica’s clients have included Moby, HBO, The New Yorker, 
The New York Times Magazine, Microsoft, The UNFPA, Showtime and PBS.  
She is currently directing an episodic documentary series for Netflix set to premiere in
January 2018.

CHRISTOPHER LAMARCA He  was  named  one  of  the  25  New  Faces of  Independent  Film  
by  Filmmaker  Magazine  in  2014  and  is  a  Sundance Institute Edit and Story lab film fellow. His 
monograph Forest Defenders: The Confrontational American Landscape was published by 
Powerhouse books. His work has been exhibited at the International Center of Photography’s 
Triennial Exhibition Ecotopia and included in publications such as Aperture and American 
Photography.  Christopher contributes to Rollingstone Magazine, GQ, and Mother Jones among 
others. His second film Boone had its world premiere in the Visions section at SXSW.  

KATE BARRY is a documentary and scripted film and TV Producer. She is the former VP of Production, 
TV and Branded Content for Pulse Films in New York. Prior, she was a Line Producer for The 
National Geographic Channel, overseeing global productions including Emmy nominated series’ 
Cosmos, Brain Games and StarTalk. Her work for HBO includes the Emmy nominated series The Weight 
of the Nation, Rebecca Cammisa’s upcoming film Atomic Homefront, and Words that Built America.
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Directed by.............. Jessica Dimmock & Christopher LaMarca
Edited by............................................................ Fiona Otway
Cinematography by.. Jessica Dimmock & Christopher LaMarca
Produced by........................ Kate Barry and Jessica Dimmock
Executive Produced by.............. Dan Cogan and Jenny Raskin
                                        John Hoffman, Alicia Van Couvering
Music by ........................................................ ItsNotYouItsMe


